Does Tesla Really Want to be a Leader in Rooftop Solar?
by Dan Gearino
This summer, we've seen the top 2 rooftop solar companies—Sunrun and Vivint—join forces in a proposed merger, while the 3rd-leading company, Tesla, announced a new strategy that focuses on having the lowest costs.  Tesla is betting that a shift to offering the lowest prices will be enough to appeal to customers and make up for a lack of spending on sales staff and customer outreach.
Analysts are questioning whether Tesla's plan will give the company what it needs to increase market share and compete, now that its 2 leading rivals have joined forces.  Tesla became a player in rooftop solar in 2016 with the acquisition of its sister company, SolarCity, but then saw its market share fall every year since then.
Wood Mackenzie took a critical look at Tesla's strategy in a recent report to clients.  I traded questions and answers with 2 analysts at Wood Mackenzie to try to figure out what Tesla is doing.  I started by asking whether Tesla is in danger of being an "also-ran" in the solar business.
"At the end of the day, the extent of 'danger' depends on what Tesla wants out of its solar business," said Molly Cox, a Wood Mackenzie analyst.  "Its quarterly installation numbers are trending at about 1/10 of its peak in pre-acquisition SolarCity days.  If the goal is to continue to operate as a distant 2nd or 3rd largest installer, then we don't think its solar business is in any significant danger of losing that spot.  But if its ambitions are to recover some of the lost market share ground, that has become harder with the proposed Sunrun / Vivint acquisition."
Ravi Manghani, global head of solar research for Wood Mackenzie, said he has doubts about Tesla's strategy, because it relies on cutting costs on the sales side by expecting customers to pick their own systems online, rather than being led through the process.
"Solar customers today require more attention than Tesla anticipates," he said.  "Steering customers to Tesla's website to purchase a new solar system with a click of a button may not yield success in the near term, even with the reduced price tag."
This leads to a big question: Why isn't Tesla dominating rooftop solar?  The company has the resources and brand awareness to be a much bigger player, but it's chosen not to.
"We can only speculate, honestly," Cox said.  "We don't have any definitive answer.  One theory is that Tesla considers [that] its solar business is a cost center only to help grow its broader energy business."  The broader energy business includes manufacturing and selling the Powerwall battery system, among other products that Tesla sells and that are also sold by others, including Sunrun.
Tesla, which did not respond to my request for comment, has repeatedly proven doubters wrong on its automotive side, but we are still waiting for that to happen in the company's solar business.
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